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The Rainbow Apocalypse

Once a unicorn came to a small town where everyone went to relax. The unicorn flew from his planet. Chris was the first one who saw the unicorn. So he took it home, the unicorn said, “Hi.” Chris said, “You can talk.” He told his parents but they didn’t believe him. He told his friends to come over, so they rode their bikes over to Chris’ house. They all asked if they could ride the unicorn. Chris said “I could let people see him for money. I can become rich.” The unicorn said “I’m ok with that.” So they did, a lot of people came and everyone wanted a picture with the unicorn. People said they would buy the unicorn but Chris always said “No, sorry.” He got a lot of money. He had everything he wanted. He had 165 inch flat screen tv, custom made. An x-box one with over 45 games. He had a king size bed that is memory foam and it can move like a hospital bed, it cost a lot.

The unicorn needed to take a break, so Chris let him. He gave him food. The unicorn said “Can we take a week off?” Chris said “Yes, we can.” So the unicorn watched Chris play video games and he watched the Green Bay Packers games. The TV said that Aaron Rodgers is coming to the town Chris lives in. The next day is Monday so Chris had to go to school telling everyone that he is going to meet Aaron Rodgers.

Everyone said “I might see Aaron Rodgers.” Chris said “He is coming tomorrow. Also, there is no school the next day so I can make more money.” Aaron came to the town and he heard they had a unicorn there and he wanted to see it. So he drove there and Chris did not see him at first. Aaron said “Is there a unicorn here?” Chris said “Yes.” Chris turned around and fainted. Aaron Rodgers caught him and sat him down. Chris woke up and put the unicorn outside so Aaron Rodgers could see it. Aaron Rodgers took pictures with the unicorn. Chris asked the unicorn if he was ok, “You look sick.” The unicorn said “I am sick.” I need to rest.” Said the unicorn. Aaron said “I need to go.” Chris said “Wait!” Chris went to ask his mom if he can eat lunch with them. Aaron Rodgers said yes.

That’s when things got bad. The unicorn started to fly and he started to throw up rainbows...

*For the rest of the story, see for the full copy!*
Ms. Ashley and the Dancing Dog Girl

Ms. Ashley and the dancing dog girl met on the street. They were both girls, and they were both wearing girl shoes. They walked across the street to go to the craft store, and they thought about building an I SPY picture inside.

Ms. Ashley built a robot made out of different blocks that were different colors and shapes, like bridges, triangles, balls, cylinders, and squares.

Ms. Ashley and the dancing dog girl were having fun building a tower. The Probot (pizza-robot) knocked the tower over.

The intact tower had a clock with the time on it. It was made with eleven blocks and had a roof.

Ms. Ashley and the dancing dog girl built a fork wearing a red bow tie with big blue eyeballs next to a blue spoon.

Ms. Ashley and the dancing dog girl were done building the I SPY picture. They saw the craft person, and they had to show their picture to him.

Teacher's Note: During tutoring, completed an activity in which he looked at an image from an I SPY book and wrote sentences about it using descriptive language. For our anthology piece, we chose to incorporate those sentences into a story and explain how the picture came to be. We encourage you to take a look at the I SPY pictures someday and try to find the image he described!
Flora and the Flamingo
By: , 4th Grade

A Flamingo in the pond. Flora, the girl, is coming to dance.

_The Flamingo is proud to live in the pond. Flora is proud to dance with the Flamingo._

The Flamingo likes to dance. Flora likes to copy the Flamingo’s dance.

_The Flamingo wants to hide. Flora copies the flamingo._

Flamingo goes upside down. Flora likes to copy the Flamingo going upside down.

_The Flamingo danced on, and on. Flora fell to the ground. “Poor Flora,” says the Flamingo._

The Flamingo is graceful. Flora is jelly.

_The Flamingo asked Flora to dance. Flora says yes._

And they danced, danced, danced, danced, and danced until the end of the day.

_The Flamingo jumped into the pond. So did Flora._

The Flamingo bowed to Flora. Flora curtsied back to the Flamingo.
Spaceship

Once upon a time, I was walking my dogs in the summer. Their names were Nigel and Stafford. I was with my mom, my dad, and brother. Then a spaceship flew by. It landed! Aliens popped out. They only stopped by to say hi, and they were green. The spaceship was pink. The aliens talked with their brains. It was weird! I wonder what planet they are from.
RIGLEY

Rigley is a dog. She is ten and a half years old. Rigley is soft. She is sometimes playful but she naps most of the time. Rigley is a gray, black, and white beagle. I like to pet her and play with her. She barks a lot. That is my story about Rigley.

THE END
How Bad Santa Gets Defeated

It was a stormy night and Bad Santa was stealing all the candy from the Easter Bunny. Bad Santa is very very chubby and slow but he is fast on his reindeer. Then suddenly a dragon and knight tried to get Santa. There is a dragon. He has a friend knight. The dragon is green and it breathes fire. But Santa was too fast. Then the knight got on the dragon and caught up to Santa. Then Santa gets away by blasting him with his snowball gun. Then the dragon and knight find Bad Santa’s secret evil cave. Then the dragon and knight beat all of Bad Santa’s bad elves. Then the knight and dragon beat Bad Santa and save the day.

THE END
How Singsaws Got Their Name

They got their name because they have spikes that look like saws. When they take a bath the spikes make a singing sound. Their teeth have spikes on them too. They have teeth that look like saws. When they chew food their teeth make a singing sound! The leader of the singsaws is always the biggest.
Spring Break

On spring break I went to Wisconsin Dells for three days with my family and friends. When we got to our condo we put on our swimming suits and ran down the elevator to the swimming pool. Later we played a jelly bean game and the best is butter popcorn and the bad kind is barf. Danielle was the winner of the game. The next day we had a bachelor party and the little kids got to go in the hot tub. My mom fell asleep while the bachelor party was still going on! When we were going back home me and my friend rode on carts. I had a lot of fun on spring break.
Hiking

Don’t touch plants.
If you don’t know about them because I got poison ivy.
It is fun because you can see deer and other animals.
I like to go hiking and hunting with my dad.
Bela was cleaning her hat.

She went inside her house.

Then the Bears got the hat and ran away.

The raccoon got the hat.

Then the animals started to run off with the hat.

Charlie pulled the hat and stretched the hat.

Then Charlie flew away.

The bear jumped for the hat.

Then Charlie and bunny went flying around the field.

Hi dad said the little bear.

Wheres the hat? Said dad.

Doot- do- doo

Hmmmm?

They started to fix the hat.

The end
A is for Apple
B is for Balloon
C is for Cat
D is for Dog
E is for egg
F is for four
G is for get
H is for him
I is for ice
J is for jig
K is for key
L is for lamb
M is for more
N is for new
O is for one
P is for pig
Q is for quilt
R is for rain
S is for sit
T is for TV
U is for USA
V is for van
W is for will
X is for box
Y is for you
Z is for zoo
Adala's Life

There once was a koala named Adala. She was gray and very fuzzy. She had brownish yellow eyes. Adala was a marsupial, which means the mother’s pouch. The female koala always has the pouch. The pouch is made for the joey, which is a baby koala. When Adala was a joey she stayed in her mother’s pouch for at least six months. When Adala was first born she was the size of a bean. All she did was drink milk to keep growing.

Adala is very picky to find a eucalyptus tree to live in. She finally found the perfect one. When she found the perfect one, the first thing she did was rub her back against it to tell the other koalas she has already taken that spot. She also has a really lazy neighbor named Priscilla. Priscilla was very slow because she was a sloth! Adala didn't really mind having Priscilla there because Adala lived on her own.

When Adala is in her tree she is always picking leathery leaves to munch on. In her spare time, she goes down on the ground to eats grass, leaves, bark, and roots. Her most favorite food are the eucalyptus leaves. She gets her water from eucalyptus leaves also. Speaking of water, when it rains Adala doesn't even feel a single drop on herself, because her fur is waterproof.

Once, Adala was crossing the road and almost got knocked over by a eucalyptus tree. When it came down she had to run into the road, and she almost got hit by a car. Did you know that Adala can climb very fast to get away from danger and her enemies? She can also jump from tree to tree, and scream and growl if the enemy gets too close to her.

After Adala got away from the danger, she was wandering around in the forest and noticed a koala that looked almost identical to her. When she got closer to the koala, she realized it was her mother! Adala ran up to her and gave her a big hug. She was finally with her family again.
My Favorite Electronics

My favorite electronics that I personally like to use are the PS3, iPad, and the awesome iPhone.

The PS3 has so many different features like the games, the Play Store, and also the fun online friend games. All the games on the PS3 are fun. The games I had are GTA 5, Dying Light, and also Dead Island. The Play Store has many different features: FaceTime, YouTube, music, apps, games, and Google. You can play online with school friends, family, and people all around Iowa.

My second favorite thing is the iPad. On the iPad there is Google, games, and reading. For Google, you can search cars, YouTube, and stores. The games on iPad are MiP and Subway Surfers. You can also read gamebooks and normal books. The books I read are I Survived and Flat Stanley. The gamebooks I have are word finding.

On iPhone 5 you can play games, call, and also get on Facebook. The iPhone 5 games are fun. The games that are on there are Football, Subway Surfers, and zombie games. When you call, you can call your friends, family, and stores. For Facebook, you can call and play games online.

That is why I like iPhones, PS3’s, and iPads.
You Should Read 30 Minutes a Day!

Do your teachers tell you to read and do you? Mine do.

You have higher grades.

Reading makes you smarter.

Reading makes you a better writer.

It builds your vocabulary.

These are my favorite!

You can read when ever you want unless your at school.

All my friends read too!

Some books are very funny.
Branches
There are 5 different branches. The army, navy, coast guard, marines, and air force. My favorite branch is the navy because they get to work in the water. You need to have different skills in be in the branches. If you want to be in the air force, you have to be good at driving airplanes and working on them. To be in the navy, you need to be good at swimming and holding your breath for a long time. In the military, you have to be on alert and you want to travel in small groups because you can ambush them from all sides with snipers because you’ll have a headset and you can shoot on three. They also use dogs to sniff out landmines and mice but it would take mice more quickly to sniff them out. You can’t use a human because the sensor on the machine you’re using might not pick one up and it might be too late. For the coast guard, you need to stay alert also because you don’t know if they’re planning something and the coast guard goes all over the world so you always need to stay alert.

Tanks
There is one kind of tanks that I really like called the tiger. It can destroy a German tank from 20 miles away. The tanks have a lot of armor on them and they usually have at least 3 guns. You need at least 4 people just in case if there’s more. There’s a lot of different kinds of tanks. There’s tanks that shoot out fire. There’s tanks that shoot out regular bullets. If you are in the army you want to be in a tank because there’s more armor and it takes more than one bullet to get past its armor. There’s one kind I also know called the Panzer.

Soldiers
There’s different kinds of soldiers. There’s soldiers that are in different branches that connect to different branches. The USA has the smallest army but they have the strongest. Germany has the largest and the medium. We have an alliance with Germany and Russia but before we had an alliance with those two we would team up with Russia and go against Germany because they had a bigger army than both of us combined.

Warship
They are the biggest warships around. They can carry artillery guns, machine guns, supplies, and they can also carry tanks, helicopters, planes, and a lot of other stuff. There’s one warship that is so big and famous. People can get a tour of it. It has a captain and there’s people guarding the war ship and mini boats on the side that drop down so if you need too, you can go up to the enemy and shoot. I would rather not because their artillery guns can blow them out of the water. It takes more than one bullet to take out one of the war ships and if it gets shot more than two or three times by the artillery gun, the war ship will probably start sinking. If you’re aiming for the motor, I would aim for the middle but the motors in the back and it’s packed with armor, in the middle not so much. It’s weak in the middle so that’s the perfect shot to go for it or where the captain is you can blow it off. You might want to aim for the upper deck and try to hit it.
Swimming

One summer morning I got up. Then I got on my swimsuit and left. I got 4 hours and 45 minutes to swim, and then I went home. I swam in my pool. What would you do? How long would you swim for?
The Story of Cupcake

Once upon a time, there was a giant dog with a Mohawk. He had a spiked collar and black nails. This dog was named cupcake and he lived in Mexico. He was a very mean dog but was afraid of bugs and frogs. One day while crossing the ocean, a frog jumped and landed on his nose! The dog jumped and started to cry but he just stood there. Once the frog left, cupcake let out the biggest “WOOF” ever! The whole country heard cupcake! When people started to come, someone with honey came and bees followed that person. The bees ate all the honey and soon left cupcake alone. Next, cupcake saw a boat coming in the distance. The boat was wondering what that giant creature was so the boat turned in his direction. Cupcake heard a big honk and next thing you knew, a team of 1,000 men were helping him up. Cupcake was happy but was still wondering if there were still any bees around. Luckily, all the bees were gone and Cupcake was safe! When Cupcake got back home, he went in his dog-house and went to sleep and dreamed about cupcakes.

The end
One day there was a bee named Noah. He was a little bee who tells lies all the time, and he is only five years old. He is very crazy and curious. One day Noah was walking into the hive and his mother asked, “Have you seen the Queen Bee?” Noah said, “She is looking for honey for the hive”, and that is where the lying began. He just said that so he could get into his mom’s room. When he got into his mom’s room he got into everything, and when he was going through his dad’s stuff he found a wand that could take him anywhere. Oh yea, I forgot to tell you the dad died when he was getting honey for them to eat. So he got the wand and wished to go to the future. He wanted to see what would change in his life. He wanted to know how he would look in the future. He wishes this and twirls the wand and off he goes... “Now I am in the future,” said Noah. He met a pig on his way to the future. “Hi,” said the pig, “What’s your name?” “My name is Noah,” the bee says. “Bye!” “Wait!” says the pig. “Okay,” says the bee, “Why?” “Because I want to eat you,” said the pig, and so the pig did and the bee died.

The End

Rose the Mermaid

On a sunny warm day in 1929 there was a mermaid named Rose. She had blue hair with red highlights, her tail was pink and black, and she was 13 years old. Rose was swimming by the beach when she saw a prince. Then she swam closer to the beach to talk to the prince. When she talked to the prince she said “Hello my name Rose what is your name?” “The prince said my name is Jon!” Rose was so excited about the prince talking to her that she went home and told her dad about it. Her dad told her “you can’t be with him because you are a mermaid and he is a human!” Rose felt very upset and she started to cry. She said “I will be with him no matter what you say. He’s the man I love and I’ll be with him each day.” Then Rose went for a swim to think. All of the sudden she saw a rock that was magic. From mermaid school, she knew that this rock could change her into a human if she gave it a clock. She had to go get the clock from her hideout and bring it to the rock. Next thing you know the rock changed her into a human. Now she was not a mermaid, she was a human like prince Jon. Rose was so excited to see prince Jon that she was running down the beach. When she saw prince Jon and she said “Look Look I’m like you because I have these amazing long legs like you do. Me and you can be together and start something new.” The prince said “yes we could, I’m so excited to see what will happen next in our lives.” Rose said “I agree, who knows what will happen next in our lives together. I’m sure our love will last forever”...
Cops

Cops have special uniforms. They wear layers. Some cops wear bulletproof vests. They have pockets on their bulletproof vests. Cops carry one or two sets of handcuffs. Cops help keep us safe.
House Fight

"Good night mom," I said as I dawdled down the hallway to my bedroom. I couldn't help but noticed the baby pictures—my mom put up so many of my brother and I on the walls that I could hardly see the beige paint behind them. When I got to my room, the air was incredibly frigid. So I put a thicker blanket on my bed, crawled under, and turned off my lamp.

I heard an interesting noise coming from my bookshelf on the opposite side of the room. I gave my lamp chain a nice tug. The light shot the room like a bolt of lightning, yet it never disappeared I hesitantly crawled out of bed, and started walking towards my favorite hobby shelf and stopped. I stopped because oddly I couldn't hear the noise anymore. I could hear the noise loud and clear until that point, so I backed up one step to make sure I wasn't going crazy. The noise just vanished! I didn't know what was happening, or what was going on! I decided to ignore it. I got back into bed, turned my lamp off and went to sleep. About 45 minutes later I flew out of bed! Because I heard the noise again but this time it was four times louder. I felt something touch my big toe, so I sprung back under the sheets, and trembled under the comforter. I quit being such a coward, and thought about what I herd. The noise said a word or a name, like Holly, no, Hidi, no, Hate, no, Hound, no, Heather, no Hieght, no. Then I heard the sound again, it said...Hide. I saw a small tuft of orange hair lurking around the corner of a book on my shelf. I grabbed a flashlight from my night stand, turned it on, and went to investigate. I looked behind and in between every single book, but when I looked up, I jumped so high I might have touched the ceiling. A trole doll was staring me right in the eyes. In a creepy way, I felt safe as he moved his sholders from side to side as if he was dancing, with a disturbing smile, and his eyebrows moving up and down.
Chicago!

If you went to Chicago, it smells amazing. Chicago is very nice. I went swimming in all three hotels. There is a very famous pizza place. There is a very tall tower.

It smells really good. They put lots of sauce on the pizza. And its famous really famous. It tastes awesome. Right when you walk in it smells great. And the pizzas great. And it looks good to. The bathroom looks nice.

We went to three hotels. The wedding was at a hotel. The hotel was super big with lots of people. One of the hotels had a really big pool with a big circle sauna. The last hotel was gorgeous and was in the great big city of Chicago with lots of towers around it.

I saw a very tall tower in Chicago. We watched T.V. well going up. It was probably as tall as Brachiosaurus. It was a long ride. It felt like a roller coaster.

That is why Chicago is so awesome!
Tennessee
Welcome to my Tennessee story!

I rode in the car with my family. Everyone went to Tennessee. I played on my Kindle and read with my baby brother. I watched T.V. in the car. We stopped at the gas station and a hotel.

I stayed at a humungous house. I played on the Xbox 360 at our house. It had couches and a flat screen T.V. There were 100 windows and there were 6 railings. When we got there I went to my bedroom and I saw a big closet.

I had 5 friends at our big house. We played games at the big house. My friends and I saw a big hill. We went on a walk on the road and I saw a lake and I played in the pond.

I was happy and excited about my trip to Tennessee. I had fun and I want to go back again.
One day I was getting ready to go to my friend Emily’s house, but my phone died so I called her on my mom’s phone. I told her I was going to be there in 20 minutes. 20 minutes later I left the house and went to Emily’s. When I got there my friends Kelsey, Kierra, and Lacey were already there. I walked into the room and they all said “hey” yelling in loud voices. They all came up to me and hugged me. Then we all sat down and started to text each other. But then Emily’s two dogs started barking at the door. Emily got up and started walking to the door while texting. She opened the door and she was texting for a couple seconds before she finally looked up and saw a man standing right in front of her. “What?”, “Hi my name is Jack and I’m looking for this dog” he said in a scary tone. Emily said “come on in and let’s talk about your dog, while you’re here I’ll show you around my house.” 30 minutes of talking later Emily started to have Lacey, Kierra, and Kelsey talk to Jack. While they were talking I left to room to grab some cookies. While I was gone I heard screaming. The man was standing by the door when I came out, I walked over to him and asked “what are you doing?”. He told me to go into the room with my friends, so I did. 2 minutes later I picked up my phone and called 911. In 5 minutes the cops were here and Jack was grabbing all the money and jewelry. The cops grabbed him just in time! They let us out of the room, put him in the car and took off. “Don’t tell your parents you three” said Emily in a laughing and scary way......
The Big Crab

A giant robot crab is attacking Florida in 2005. The person that made the robot big is name Dr. Fiddlesticks. Dr. Fiddlesticks made the robot on purpose because he is evil. The crab is stomping all over the city destroying buildings and cars. The citizens are very scared all they're doing is running. The crab got there by a big submarine: The Air Force, Army, Navy, and Police are using all their strength to take out the crab and they WIN. Both eyes get cut off. It loses control. It falls and the mouth cracks open kind of big. Sand and water floods the robot. It sinks and gets covered with water and sand and never seen again.
I believe all kids should be a part of the literacy tutoring after school. It is fun to be with my tutor. We get to read chapter books like the Junie B. Jones series and play reading games on the iPad. Tutoring helps students become better readers and writers. It helped me by doing different activities to practice my skills like round-robin writing and performing scripts. That is why students should be a part of the literacy tutoring program.
Cheese Puffs

Cheese Puffs is a goldfish. Cheese Puffs jumps out of the water and into a science lab. It was raining in the lab. Cheese Puffs is in a science lab test tube. The test tube had magic water in it. The water turns Cheese Puffs into a person. Her new name is Sue.
Black Panther

Black Panther is better than Batman. His claws are made out of Captain America's shield vibranium. It is really strong and knife edged it is also very strong like Thor's hammer. Him and Storm are the royalty of Wakonda. He has an adopted brother that has on white and a little sister that has black on. He has a son named Azari that has both abilities like puma powers and voltage powers!
Once upon a time there was a girl named Ray. She went with her family to Florida. There were lots of people there. They were Paula, her cousins, Dez, Zander, Mom, Jenny, Abby, Taylor, and Nick. My brothers jumped over a jellyfish. Ray picked up a fish and I threw it at her grandma. When they were done, they went home in a taxi.
Sharks

Sharks have rough skin.
Sharks have sharp teeth.
Sharks have tails.
Sharks have fins.
Sharks eat fish.
Sharks can sleep with their eyes open when they swim.
Sharks live in oceans.
There are bull sharks and great white sharks.
Sharks can swim fast.
Sharks have a predator it is the killer whale.
The Amazing Life of Madison Smith

Hi! My name is Madison Smith and I am here to talk to you about my life.

These are my parents. My mom’s name is Mary and my dad’s name is Trent. I have one step mom named Sara, but my dad calls her Swan.

I hunt with my Uncle Jimmy. I get to shoot. It’s fun and it’s also cool because you get to see a whole bunch of animals.

I have one dog named Missy. She is a brown and white Boxer. She is a girl. She likes to play with me and my siblings. When she plays she can be a little rough housed, but she will always be my little doggie. She is six or seven years old.

I have two rooms. One is pink. That one is at my mom’s house. One is at my dad’s house. It is blue. I have tons and tons of posters hanging up at my dad’s. I have a big TV at my mom’s house and a small one at my dad’s house.

I have five siblings. One of my three brothers is my real brother. His name is Avery. My two other brothers are step brothers. One is Joey and one is Keegan. Two are step sisters. One sister is Mackenzie. The other one is Ashlynn. Those are my step siblings.

I wrestle at East High and the Wrestling Museum. I have a coach named Mr. T. He is still trying to make us figure out his name. We have to use teamwork to win. We work hard and make friends and always stick together like glue.

That includes my life. The End.
The Lesson Pig Learned

Once upon a time, there was an elf, a teacher, and a talking pig, dog, and cat who all lived in the Cedar Falls, Iowa library. The pig asks the teacher if she could borrow a book. The teacher says yes so pig checks out a book.

An hour later, the pig goes to the zoo. The pig said, “Oh I forgot my purse.” Then pig decides to go without her purse. As she gets to the zoo gates, she realizes she forgot to leave the book at home.

The pig goes to see the lion. She gets too close and the lion grabs the book and rips it up. The pig said, “Oh no, the book got ripped!”

That night, pig goes back to the zoo and grabs the pieces of the book. Then pig goes back home. In the morning, she grabs her computer and printer.

Pig decides to print the book she checked out. Pig then grabs money for the book and goes to the teacher. Pig tells the teacher what happened.

The teacher told pig, “You did the right thing by telling me.” Elf, cat, and dog asked what happened. “It was a long story,” said the teacher.

Pig learned to keep everything in its spot.
Dan, Furiousdestroyer, and Supergirlygamer played a minigame. Then they build a treehouse. It is also secret. And that's where they live. They play the game Would You Rather. The treehouse has a petroom. Then they get some wood from a tree and then they find iron when they go mining.
Facts About Animals in the World

Fact: If you leave a dog in the house for a long time it will be wild for three hours.

Fact: Ladybugs are red and they have black spots. Ladybugs are intelligent too. They are very little and they can fly.

Fact: Monkeys like bananas and then they throw the peeling on the ground.

Fact: Horses weigh 500 pounds and have black or brown manes.

Fact: Zebras are black and white. They live in Africa.

Fact: Giraffes have little horns and yellow spots.

Fact: Cats have prickly things on their tongue.

Fact: Bears can be different colors

Fact: Hyenas laugh a funny sound.

Fact: Lions can roar six miles.
Sledding with Alex

One day, I went sledding with Alex. The sled was purple with a yellow string attached. The yellow string was attached to Alex's four wheeler. Alex's dog was chasing the purple sled. The place that I went sledding was at Alex's house. When I was finished, I had hot chocolate.
A Day In The Life of Kirby The Guinea Pig

My name is Kirby, I am a fat guinea pig and I live in a house with four kittens, three cats, two guinea pigs, one dog, and three girls. You could say it's a zoo. I mean, one time, they put us in a cage and a bunch of people started petting us; it was a nightmare. I don't get along very well with Neko's (my brother) friend, Pumpkin. When we get around each other we chatter are teeth and it's basically like World War III. Well, it's dinner; don't wanna miss the normal pellets and water. They quit feeding me hay because apparently I eat like a pig. Sometimes, if the girls forget to buy more food, I get apples!

Well, it's 8:30 and you know what that means, time for school. We have a pretty mean teacher, Miss. Paisley, and she thinks that's we need to learn not to be pigs. I mean, once I was just running around and she jumped on me like she was gonna eat me! We get the rest of the day after 12:30, to go back to our cage. But at night it's all party. Lately, we have not been party animals because Mittens just had her kittens and we're too loud. I don't like her anyways. Peanut, the dog, takes any chance he gets to get to us but I jump around and act like I'm scared and Kennedy gets him out. I mean, after all, life's pretty good being a guinea pig, food, TV, play, and friends. I got hungry, opps!